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Figure 1. Methods

A) The Oncomine filter tree with selected filters 

B) The resulting analyses

C)  The meta-analysis

Abstract:
The full value of  genomic data in the discovery of  novel cancer genes can only be realized by looking to clinical metadata for meaningful explanations. These metadata vary widely in detail, availability, and consistency, and the lack of  accepted standards in their collection limits the possibility for scalable 
analysis. Though standards exist for the submission of  genomic data (e.g. MIAME), these standards often omit the submission of  clinical metadata (e.g. demography, pathology, treatment). Collections of  these metadata are highly inconsistent and loosely defined. Creating a clinical metadata controlled 
vocabulary enables more effective querying of  the genomic data and faster discovery of  the genes driving tumors. 

Large-scale analyses of  the genomic data, leading to the discovery of  significant drug targets, often involve comparisons across multiple datasets. Such comparisons become possible with more stringent controls on clinical metadata terms. To enable comparability, Compendia Bioscience has developed an 
ontology of  oncology-focused terms. The Compendia Ontology includes a controlled vocabulary capturing common information on the sample, patient, and dataset level, allowing them to be searched and filtered within Oncomine™, our global collection of  cancer genomic data. These data include hierarchical 
relationships between terms. Automated rules based on selected points within the hierarchy define sample groups used to compute meaningful analyses on the genomic data. These analyses have contributed directly to the discovery of  novel cancer genes.

Metadata Collection

Over 400 publications involving gene 
expression and DNA copy number 
experiments were identified from the 
public domain. Accompanying raw 
clinical metadata (e.g. demography, 
pathology, treatment) were gathered 
from public data sources, including the 
Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO), 
ArrayExpress, and The Cancer Genome 
Atlas (TCGA), as well as directly from 
the associated publications (Figure 1A). 

Figure 2. Results

We used Oncomine Concepts Edition to explore gene expression results related to clinical outcomes in lung cancer as measured on the Affymetrix U133 platform.

As of  April 2012, Oncomine Concepts Edition presents genomic data on 668 datasets covering 69,611 samples and their associated metadata. By expanding nodes in the Compendia Ontology-backed filter tree, we selected the following terms to restrict results (Figure 2A):

• Cancer Type: Lung Adenocarcinoma

• Platform: Affymetrix U133

• Analysis Type: 3 Year Survival Analysis

Selection of  these filters narrowed the set of  results to 574 samples in four analyses of  ‘Lung Adenocarcinoma – Dead at 3 Years’ from four datasets (Bild Lung1, DirectorsChallenge Lung2, Hou Lung3, and Zhu Lung4) (Figure 2B). These filters were selected to investigate genes specifically involved in poor 
outcome lung adenocarcinoma, a lung subtype that makes up 40% of  all lung cancers5. Further, the selection of  a specific platform aids in the analysis of  a common set of  genes. 

Exploring the heat maps of  the four analyses reveals genes with the most significant differential expression between survivors and non-survivors of  lung adenocarcinoma within each dataset. Confidence in the results of  these analyses is informed by the consistent sample selection made possible by the 
Compendia Ontology and rules engine. Use of  the ontology and rules engine also allows comparative analysis of  these four analyses across datasets. Performing a meta-analysis of  the differential expression analyses reveals consistently high ranking genes. In this particular case, the gene PLEK2 has a 
median rank of  157 with a p-value of  7.16E–04 (Figure 2C).

PLEK2, or pleckstrin2, is a gene involved in actin cytoskeleton organization and intracellular signal transduction. PLEK2 has been implicated in the PI3K pathway by Hamaguchi et al6. They confirmed that PLEK2 specifically binds to the PI 3-kinase products in vitro, and that expression of  PLEK2 in COS1 
cells induced formation of  F-actin structure and enhanced the actin rearrangements induced in collagen- or fibronectin-coated plates. Knockdown of  PLEK2 by shRNA inhibits the spread of  colon adenocarcinomas in the HCC2998 cell line. Actin is an important participant in such cellular processes as cell 
motility, cell division and cytokinesis, cell signaling, and cell junction and shape formation and regulation. Inhibition of  actin assembly has been shown to suppress cell cycle progression at G1 stage7. The evidence is mounting that PLEK2 is involved in two major pathways that support cancer growth and 
progression which is consistent with the differential meta-analysis presented above suggesting PLEK2 is implicated in lung adenocarcinoma across several independent experiments.

Controlled Vocabulary

We reviewed the available metadata from our 400+ datasets 
to determine which properties were routinely collected 
(examples include cancer type, mutation status, and tumor 
stage). A controlled list of  allowable terms for each routinely 
collected property was created. We then applied this 
controlled vocabulary to every relevant dataset (Figure 1B). 
We relied on the NCI Thesaurus (http://ncit.nci.nih.gov/) for 
standardized disease terminology. Particular attention was 
paid to cell line samples: using information gathered from 
various cell line banks (e.g. ATCC, DSMZ, ECACC) and source 
publications, we chose one name designation and disease 
term to employ for all instances of  each individual cell line.

Compendia Ontology

After establishing the controlled vocabulary, we organized the terms into a hierarchy called the 
Compendia Ontology. The NCI Thesaurus was downloaded as a Web Ontology Language (OWL) file 
and then expanded and enhanced to support the entire controlled clinical metadata vocabulary 
using Stanford University’s open source ontology editor and knowledge-base framework, Protégé 
(http://protege.stanford.edu/) (Figure 1C). 

In addition to sample metadata terms, the ontology was extended to support experiment-level 
metadata (e.g. data type and microarray platform) and gene sets (e.g. biological concepts defined 
by GO, Biocarta, KEGG, etc.; mutation concepts, taken from COSMIC and other sources; 
literature-defined concepts; and Oncomine analysis-defined gene lists). Relations between terms, 
such as a classification tree of  disease definitions and synonyms, were also captured in the 
ontology. Lastly, the ontology supported the delineation of  a tree of  terms used for querying and 
filtering in Oncomine Concepts Edition.

Compendia’s data management specialists validated all previously gathered metadata about 
experiments and samples against the ontology before those data were included in downstream 
normalization and analytical pipelines. Validation was implemented by the Compendia-created 
Metadata Curator application using the JENA framework, an open-source semantic web API 
developed in the Java programming language, to access and query the Compendia Ontology OWL 
files.

Automated Analyses

Using the Compendia Ontology, we defined standard rules to partition samples within an 
experiment into an array of  differential analysis classes. Designated points within the hierarchy of  
the Compendia Ontology, called analysis definitions, established the partition between various 
sample subsets organized into 15 analysis types (e.g. cancer vs. normal, cancer histology, clinical 
outcome, molecular subtype, drug sensitivity, perturbation). A rules engine was created to 
iteratively apply analysis definitions to partition samples into distinct classes, filtering the sample 
groups as necessary to reduce multi-variate effects (e.g. samples in an analysis are restricted to a 
single cancer type). Based on the sample classes, we computed and presented the results of  
various types of  differential analyses (one- and two-sample Student’s t-tests, mean expression 
ratio tests, and Pearson correlation) (Figure 1D).

Rather than being defined and run once during the curation process, analyses were re-executed 
with each delivery of  experimental data to the Oncomine Concepts Edition application 
(www.oncomine.com). This allowed the analysis definitions to evolve over time, but also ensured 
consistency of  analysis rules across experiments. Furthermore, analysis metadata was fed back 
into the Compendia Ontology to facilitate searching and filtering of  analyses. This enabled the 
summarization of  gene activity across all analyses and the ability to perform powerful and 
meaningful meta-analysis in Oncomine.

Conclusions:
Genomic data is valuable only in combination with well organized, annotated 
clinical metadata. The approach described here is essential to Compendia 
Bioscience’s strategy for expediting large-scale bioinformatics analyses of 
existing and emerging data types. By establishing standard structure and 
rules to curate clinical and other metadata, we extended our collection of 
genomic data from 400 experiments to over 600, keeping the metadata and 
derived differential analyses consistent. We have made our global collection 
of curated cancer genomic data available through Oncomine, and continue to 
develop additional ways to interrogate this powerful dataset to discover and 
validate novel cancer genes.
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Dataset A (raw) Dataset B (raw) Controlled Vocabulary

Lung adeno LUAD Lung Adenocarcinoma

p53 mut Mutation in TP53 TP53 Mutant

M male Male

A) Public data repositories for gene expression and DNA copy number experiment data

C) Controlled vocabulary terms are organized into a hierarchical tree in Protégé

B) A controlled vocabulary is applied to raw clinical metadata in two datasets

D) Samples in a dataset are divided into distinct classes and analyzed
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